DOCUMENTING NY PURCHASES FOR FARM TO SCHOOL AUDITS

ALLE-CATT SFA’s

SY – 19-20

NO ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED:

*Purchases that don’t need documentation because the PROCESSED products are registered for NY Grown and Certified Label:*

- Slate Foods Meat Products
- Great Lakes Cheeses
- Upstate Farms Products (dairy only, no juice)
- The Farm Bridge Products (apple sauce, marinara sauce, pizza sauce, crushed tomatoes, IQF green beans)
- Perry’s Ice Cream
- Mott’s Apple Sauce
- NY Juice Co.
- Apple slices (Acceptable brands are: FoodLink Food Hub, Peterson Farms, and Zee Zee’s Sliced Apples.

*Purchases that don’t need additional documentation because the UNPROCESSED fresh produce or eggs that came directly from the farmer, who lives in NY and of which you have an invoice:*

- Examples:
  - Canticle Farm CSA
  - Shagbark Farm – Eggs only
  - Whitesville Poultry eggs

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED:

*We need additional documentation from these distributors for the UNPROCESSED products they sold to you. Even though they are unprocessed, unless the farms each item was purchased from is on the corresponding invoice, the distributor needs to give us a letter that includes a list of the NY farms they purchase these vegetables from within the last year:*

- Brigiotta’s – broccoli, tomatoes, cucumbers, potatoes, peppers, eggs, apples, onions, clover sprouts, apple slices
- American Fruit and Vegetable – tomatoes, eggs, apples, onions, potatoes, cucumbers, peppers, cabbage, squash, apple slices
- Your Local Produce Connection - lettuce, tomatoes, grapes, apples
We need additional documentation from these distributors/producers for the PROCESSED PRODUCTS they sold you throughout the last year. This should be in the form of a Product Formulation Sheet provided by the state and possibly additional letters from processors and farmers:

- ALL MEAT PRODUCTS – if you purchased ground beef from a local farmer they need to provide a PFS from the processor
- Brigiotta’s Farmland Produce - broccoli florets
- Childs Blueberry Farm – frozen blueberries
- American Fruit & Vegetable Co – cubed butternut squash
- Egg rolls – School Food For Kids
- NY Chips – All potato chips
- Cool Tropics - Welch’s slushie and grape juice
- Issa’s Pita Chips - cinnamon and whole wheat chips
- Perfect Granola – Apple Cinnamon Granola
- McCains – French Fry
- Genesee Valley Bean Co – All dry beans

CASSANDRA BULL
CORNELL COOPERATIVE EXTENSION OF ALLEGANY COUNTY
CB775@CORNELL.EDU

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO FIND NY PRODUCTS, VISIT CCE HARVEST NY’S 30% DATABASE.

THIS IS BY NO MEANS AN EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF NEW YORK PRODUCTS, RATHER A CATALOG OF KNOWN PRODUCTS FROM DISTRIBUTORS.

NEW NY PRODUCTS MAY BECOME AVAILABLE AT ANY POINT IN TIME.

PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICE IF YOU ARE AWARE OF ANY UPDATES TO THIS INFORMATION.

CCE IS AN EMPLOYER AND EDUCATOR RECOGNIZED FOR VALUING AA/EEO, PROVIDING EQUAL PROGRAM AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES.

CORNELL COOPERATIVE EXTENSION OF ALLEGANY COUNTY DOES NOT ENDORSE ANY OF THE COMPANIES LISTED HERE. THIS BOOKLET IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY.